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SCHOOLS CAN ATTRACT MORE STUDENTS BY ADOPTING SUGAR SOFTWARE ―SUGAR IS AN
ACTIVITY-FOCUSED, OPEN-SOURCE SOFTWARE FOR EACH STUDENT‖

By : M.S.Yatnatti Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru : Schools can add additional attractions to students and parents by providing high quality low cost open source digital tools like Sugar OS‖ on a stick for Pre
Schools KG and grade one to 10th grade students .American MIT made Open source teaching platform ―Sugar OS‖ on a stick PORTABLE OS IN PEN DRIVE‖. Schools can slash software costs if it switches to open
source instead of commercial software’s which cost you several thousands to Lakhs whereas we provide the software installed in Pen drive at just Rs 1500/- . As children grow and pursue new ideas, the software,
content, e-sources and tools should be able to grow with them. Children not only participate in activities and acquire knowledge; they can create activities and transfer knowledge too, and share it with the entire
global community. ―Sugar on a stick or in Pen drive‖ each student can buy it and use it on school or home or Library laptop or desktop computer. According to reports if we do not introduce Coding in schools, then
our children will be at a huge disadvantage and the future would be precarious. Indian schools need to adopt the Sugar on a Stick developed by sugarlabs.org is a compressed version of Fedora 31 that is created
specifically for children as an alternative to the office style desktop. Sugar is essentially a learning platform that promotes collaborative learning through activities that encourage critical thinking. Sugar is currently
being used daily in an educational environment by over 30 million children worldwide and is available in 25 languages. Coding is about much more than teaching technology. It incorporates logic, problem-solving,
and creativity in an engaging way for children of all ages. Now the question is how we prepare our kids for the future, there is only one answer to that question is ―Coding‖. All over the world, over the last three
decades, the role of technology in education reform has received increasing attention. The recent advances in information and communication technologies and their relative affordability continue to stoke the flame
of technology-enabled education reforms.

Sugar is an activity-focused, free/libre open-source software learning platform for children. Collaboration, reflection, and discovery are integrated directly into the user interface. Through Sugar's clarity of design,
children and teachers have the opportunity to use computers on their own terms. Students can reshape, reinvent, and reapply both software and content into powerful learning activities. Sugar's focus on sharing,
criticism, and exploration is grounded in the culture of free software (FLOSS)
Sugar on a Stick is a Fedora-based operating system featuring the award-winning Sugar Learning Environment and designed to fit on a USB thumb drive ("stick"). Originally developed for the One Laptop Per
Child Project and designed specifically as a 1-to-1 computing environment for K-8 students to collaborate with others in exploring the world around them, Sugar is used every day by over half a million students in
classrooms throughout the world. It is now deployable for the cost of a stick rather than a laptop; students can take their Sugar on a Stick thumb drive to any machine - at school, at home, at a library or community
center - and boot their customized computing environment without touching the host machine's hard disk at all. Sugar on a Stick is a Fedora-based operating system featuring the award-winning Sugar Learning
Platform and designed to fit on an ordinary USB thumb drive ("stick").ugar sets aside the traditional ―office-desktop‖ metaphor, presenting a child-friendly graphical environment. Sugar automatically saves your
progress to a "Journal" on your stick, so teachers and parents can easily pull up "all collaborative web browsing sessions done in the past week" or "papers written with Daniel and Sarah in the last 24 hours" with a
simple query rather than memorizing complex file/folder structures. Applications in Sugar are known as Activities, some of which are described below.It is now deployable for the cost of a stick rather than a laptop;
students can take their Sugar on a Stick thumb drive to any machine - at school, at home, at a library or community center - and boot their customized computing environment without touching the host machine’s
hard disk or existing system at all.The Sugar Learning Environment gives students access to a thriving community-created ecosystem of software Activities designed to achieve specific pedagogical goals. Activities
range from physics simulators and interactive speech synthesis for beginning readers to tools for remixing open content into customized digital libraries for your local classroom. Sugar automatically saves your
progress to a personal "Journal" on your stick, so teachers and parents can easily pull up "all collaborative web browsing sessions done in the past week" or "papers written with Daniel and Sarah in the last 24
hours" with a simple query rather than memorizing complex file/folder structures. The source code for each Activity is available right from the application itself with the "View Source" feature, meaning that
students can see exactly how their favorite applications work - and perhaps how to make them even better. And an international community of learners, teachers, deployers, and developers is always there to help
classrooms turn their feedback and ideas for improvement into reality.
“Learning with Sugar is something a child does, not something that is done to or for a child.” – Walter Bender. Sugar is a collection of hundreds of tools designed to introduce children to programming, computational
thinking, and problem-solving. Sugar has no set curriculum; its best practice is to immerse children in problem-solving and debugging. Children are given agency to work on problems they are passionate about in a
context where there is an expectation that there were no predetermined solutions or prescribed paths to a solution. As Solomon observed, ―debugging is the greatest learning opportunity of the 21st century.‖ While
engaged in problem-solving, children are developing and refining the algorithms employed by the agents in the various levels of their cognitive towers. While computation and coding are at the heart of Sugar, Sugar
is not programming curriculum: computational thinking goes well beyond the realm of learning to code. While the specific algorithms they discuss—searching, sorting, optimal stopping, predicting, etc.—are useful
in and of themselves, the real power of computational thinking lies it its systematic approach to debugging and problem-solving. Learning that problems can be addressed systemically is the underlying ―powerful
idea‖ of programming. The process of writing and then repairing or ―debugging‖ a program provides a basis for active learning through trial and error, regardless of what the problem that is actually being solved.
For Chinese parents, teaching kids to code has become as important as teaching them maths and Chinese. In fact, many Chinese children are exposed to coding even before they enter pre-school. Now many Indian
parents are also teaching children coding in pre-school. Servicing these needs in India are a great number of coding and programming centers in Bengaluru, Delhi, Mumbai, Gurugram, and Chandigarh. Most of
these places use a common pool of tools and platforms—such as Sugar on a stick and Code Studio, LightBot, Botley or MIT’s Scratch—which were created for a western market where teaching children to code is
already a flourishing industry. The goal is to nurture in a child the skill to develop a meticulous set of instructions in a language that the computer understands.In the next 5-10 years, it would not matter which school
children attend schooling rather how digitally literate these children are, especially with the introduction of 5G technology which would be paradigm-shifting and would upend the traditional methods of Education.
Economists estimate the global economic impact of 5G in new goods and services will reach $12 trillion by 2035 as 5G moves mobile technology from connecting people to people and information, towards connecting
people to everything. Today’s hi-tech kids learn from the same books I used during my time at school 10 years ago. Our education system promotes rote learning, and this promotes conformism rather than curiosity
in children. There is a rote learning raj that governs our schools. If we do not introduce Coding in schools, then our children will be at a huge disadvantage and the future would be precarious. In 2017, Eupheus
Learning, an ed-tech startup from Delhi, launched Cubetto which has been introduced in about 300 primary schools across India. Cubetto’s innovation is the block-based coding language designed for children in
pre-literate years. It is a coding solution without screens that teaches the basics of programming to toddlers.In today’s digital age, most children learn to swipe and click before they can speak coherently or walk.
Smartphones and tablets are their digital pacifiers, companions and entertainers. Kids do not need to be proficient in reading or writing to do this because stories and images are used to explain the concepts.
Boot: If you have an older machine or you just want things to immediately work without fussing with the BIOS, you can burn a "Boot Helper" CD using the .iso . This will start the boot from the CD, then read files
from the USB stick: http://people.sugarlabs.org/sdz/soas-boot.iso .On most modern computers its possible to set the target computer's BIOS to boot from USB so you don't need a CD at all! Unfortunately this is
slightly different on each computer. Explore the setup screen for your system (press Esc or F1 while the computer is booting). If you can't figure it out, search Google for information on your computer model's BIOS.
Use: Once your stick boots, you'll find yourself in your own Sugar environment, ready to play and learn. Sugar sets aside the traditional ―office-desktop‖ metaphor, presenting a child-friendly activity based
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graphical environment. Sugar automatically saves your progress to a "Journal" on your stick, so teachers and parents can easily pull up "all collaborative web browsing sessions done in the past week" or "papers
written in the last 24 hours" with a simple query rather than memorizing complex file/folder structures. Applications in Sugar are known as Activities. The focus is on the activity, not the computer. The journal is
also a place for reflection, where learners and their teachers can monitor progress.KPN Unlimited is providing ―Sugar on a stick or in Pendrive‖ with ―installed Sugar OS‖ on a pen drive to schools and colleges and
students including BEd and DEd students at affordable and competitive prices at Rs 1500/- per Pen Drive GST and Currier and packaging extra 100 % advance delivery after 15 days . You can call for a Demo. KPN
Unlimited Technologies will depute Marketing Team for presentation of a demo. ―Sugar on a stick or in Pendrive‖ each student can buy it and use it on school or ho me or Library laptop or desktop computer.
CONTACT: WHATS UP M S YATNATTI AT: 9342063661/9945116476Or at WHATS UP ―SWARNA‖ AT: 9945051395

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE
You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation,
K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years
in Government files etc.
Everybody is facing Problems, Problems?
Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help you.
We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies.
M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant Mobile: 9945116476 E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com

propertypolitics@gmail.com

READY INSTALLED ―SOAS‖ ON PEN DRIVE. SUGAR ON A STICK IS A FEDORA-BASED OPERATING SYSTEM,

30 MILLION STUDENTS PRE-SCHOOL TO 10 STANDARD USE WORLDWIDE
GET READY TO OPERATE AND READY INSTALLED ―SOAS‖ ON PEN DRIVE ―SUGAR ON A STICK-PORTABLE OS FROM ―KPN UNLIMITED TECHNOLOGIES‖.FOR
DETAILS CONTACT: WHATS UP M S YATNATTI AT: 9342063661 or ―SWARNA‖ AT: 9945051395 E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com
Postal address: KPN Unlimited Technologies No 328/D Ganana Bharathi Layout Third Block Valagerahalli Dubasiplaya Bangalore-560059.
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